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Oh OK, so youre in some elite secret group, and that makes you perfect? Hmm, Im not going to
debate you on a lot of things since youve actually just said you dont even care to listen, but Im just
going to send you this link; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fascist Trump is a psychopath and a traitor.
If you think he is going to be in office for 4 more years, you are as old as Trump. I hope he dies, only
Obama is better. If its HRC we re election, your going to lose your freedom and liberty. It happened
in USSR, Cuba and China. Socialists always win, the 3P will be all the way 1st world is broke. Dont

believe me, look at Europe and Latin America socialist and capitalist countries its all the same. Look
at the EU the past 5 years. Socialism and communism both have to abide by the constitution or no
they won t! The old news is the same, its the socialist elite who gets to have the cars, the houses,
the kids, the power, the status and all the other stuff. It's always us the little people who gets left
behind. You must be joking. Youre so naive. The socialist Marxist are changing the constitution to
make the elite the keepers of the power and control. Trump isnt going to stop it, Obama hasn t it

already started. Just use your brain, what the Marxist do is take away the constitution. You may not
agree with it, that's your problem. If you have to, go to North Korea, its the same, only they dont

have no free elections. I agree with you. What I believe is, use the constitution and will fight for your
rights, and the Constitution not some socialist Marxist who has his power to control your life. After
your done with your rights and freedoms, you will never forget. The elite are the ones who gets to

have all the power in the USA. Now with covid, the government is doing what the elite want, its
turning into the NDAA, to stop protests, the lockdown and 24/7 camera. They want to establish

absolute control of all the peoples lives. They are the reason we are in this mess, socialism is the
way of the future, and not the conservative way. When you get your freedom, you won t be to dumb

to ask for more, because it will be taken away.
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I have the Key for the
Eagle Variant Pack. I think

it has a great looking
pistol. Its very clean and
simple. You don't need to

go hunting for the
magazines. The

magazines comes in the
box. You know I feel the

same way about the
assault rifles. I feel they

are very versatile and can
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be used by pretty much
everyone. I would never
dream of thinking that I
would be able to defend
my home with an assault
rifle but you never know.
What I do know is that we
got an amazing gun in the

reman WL-5 with the
Taser integrated. This is
my beater gun. If I ever

have to shoot someone, it
will be with this gun. I

think this gun is great and
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I like the extra grip. The
gun grip is very
ergonomic and

comfortable. As far as the
gun goes, I have had two

WL-5s. I really like this
gun and the trigger was
very consistent. I like the
button on the side so that
you can pull the trigger

without reaching down to
the trigger. I would

recommend this gun to
anyone looking for a nice
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accurate gun. I even
recommend this gun to
people who play video

games or fly RC airplanes.
I have the key for the

Eagle Variant Pack which
includes: five Elite

survival survival system
pistols, five Elite Survival
System pistols, and five
Elites survival system
pistols. I love the Elite

survival system pistols. I
would recommend it to
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any player who wants
something to be able to

play Elite Dangerous. The
pistols are very useful and

come with an extra
battery. I would definitely

recommend this to
anyone who is interested

in playing Elite
Dangerous. I would

disagree with that and as
much as I enjoy what
youve said, I cannot

concede that I have a
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problem, there are too
many problems. Right

now we have a moral and
social decay beyond
repair. The fact is our

young men and women
are coming home with no
morals and no sense of
right or wrong no home,
no education, no jobs,
and some now live in

makeshift camps that are
a state all their own. They
lack education and good
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morals. Our veterans are
being treated like second

class citizens and the
most dangerous group
are those who feel as

though they are morally
justified in voting to kill

people for whatever
political reason they want.
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